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Dilbert is thecartoon world's Office Space, a cubicle eye view of the real workplace!What do the
arts of yoga, feng shui, and Irish dance have in common? They can’t save you from a gnawing
dissatisfaction with your job. Luckily, our favorite office cog has a few tricks up his sleeve. Armed
with a wearable brain stimulator and ingestible nanorobots, Dilbert discovers how to outpace
stress, boredom, and sitting-induced early death. He may be a cyborg with a fake personality,
but meetings are more tolerable than ever

About the AuthorWhat started as a doodle has turned Scott Adams into a superstar of the
cartoon world. Dilbert debuted on the comics page in 1989, while Adams was in the tech
department at Pacific Bell. Adams continued to work at Pacific Bell until he was voluntarily
downsized in 1995. He has lived in the San Francisco Bay Area since 1979.
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KJB, “Great. This book is very very fun and entertaining it is full of comedy and I hope that you
like it as much as I do”

Family, “Another excellent Dilbert.. Humerous and yet so true (sadly) of office life. Good that it
stays topical and fresh as well. Onto the next one.”

Fiddler, “More fun with Dilbert. Typical Dilbert view of corporate life.”

Ian M, “Great book.. Pure entertainment, I read it in a day today. Some of them are excruciatingly
consistent like office hours,  but I found myself laughing and grinning at the brilliance.”

J&N O, “It should be alarming this is so easy to relate to. Nope not alarming just the idiocracy we
exist in today showcased for our entertainment. Thankfully it has allowed me see that I’m not the
only one this happens too.  Thanks again Scott.  Someone had to do it lets get Scott.”

Gerard Barry, “Dilbert is the solution. This is just what you need to face civilization as we
remember it.Feng Shui is definitely part of the answer, but Dilbert is the solution.”

Carmela Triolo, “Four Stars. average for a Dilbert book”

P. G. Foxe, “Same ol' Same ol' !!. Scott doesn't have much more to say about Dilbert, but you
already know that! Some of the strips are drawn in a different style and there's no explanation.
But its still a good bathtime read and I'll buy the next one too!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Cynical, Funny & True. I was aware there was a cartoon called Dilbert
but had never watched it or read the comics before. Very funny and anyone who has worked for
a big company will click with it.”

Dr David S Barratt, “good book. Usual Dilbert humour, funny if you like that sort of thing,
delivered quickly well packedthans”

SH, “Brilliant. Great as usual, but I do collect everything this guy publishes”

D. A. Robinson, “Good Dilbert anthology. If you like Dilbert cartoons, you will love this book”

The book by Michael Keller has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 101 people have provided feedback.
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